
PRODUCT INFORMATION SHEET

Name DOME NOMAD LARGE

Type table lamp, floor lamp, Battery lamp

ID PC1266

Description The outdoor collection called Dome Nomad takes inspiration from the domes of Venice. Dome Nomad is an outdoor lamp
whose dome shape represents eternity and the vastness of the celestial vault. The dome shape of the handblown glass
section comes in one of two variants: smooth clear glass or wavy clear glass. Dome Nomad is a portable rechargeable
outdoor lamp, the lines of which are a nod towards Italian architecture. The gentle light passes through an opal diffusor and
the namesake glass shade. The Dome Nomad collection complies with the IP44 safety and technological standards for
outdoor lighting. The simple design features refined stainless steel finished in an environmentally friendly powder coating for
outstanding resistance to the elements. The LED source can withstand freezing temperatures. Multiple layers of molten
glass are used to make the glass shade, and each one is subjected to the utmost scrutiny by the master glassmakers
before being blown into the mould. Dome Nomad is a new portable lamp that can easily be moved from one place to another
as the mood strikes. Its use as a floor or table light provides a design experience that adds a special charm to interiors,
gardens, and terraces.

Technical description The craftsmanship applied in production follows in the centuries-old tradition and experience of master glassmakers. The
precision crafting of hand-blown glass instils distinctive, enduring character and outstanding quality in all Brokis products.
The glass shades are formed from multiple layers of molten glass, each of which is scrutinized by the master glassmaker
prior to being blown into the mould. The light is available in transparent, grey smoke, brown smoke, or opaline glass with
either a gloss or matte finish.?? The metal reflector is manufactured through a unique metal stamping technique that has
been proven over the course of millennia and involves spinning cold sheet metal on a rotating form. The history of this
technology goes back to Celtic times. As with the glassmakers, the master metalworkers draw upon tradition and
experience that have been passed down through the ages and give the final product exceptional added value. The metal
components are available in copper, brass, stainless steel, or textured black matte powder coat.? The collection features a
dimmer for quick and easy adjustment of the lighting ambience in the space.

Glass Colour
transparent glass A CGC23
smoke grey - transparent glass A CGC516
smoke brown - transparent glass A CGC538
opaline - transparent glass A CGC38
triplex opal A CGC39

Glass surface
glossy surface A CGSU66

Body finish
copper A CCS584
brass A CCS69
metal - black matte powder coating with structure A CCS2673
brushed stainless steel A CCS68

Cable colour
black charging cable USB 2/Mag, 5V A CECL2838

LED Source
240mA, LED, 4W, 2700K, 950lm, RA80+, DIM A LEDS2836
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